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ABSTRACT

This project is about a lie detector and how it can respond to the physiological

reaction in human body. Basically there are three different systems which will reactto

the physiological changes. The first system use to sense the changes due to human

electrical skin resistance. As people are exposing to the stress situation, it is believe

that they will sweat more especially between fingers and palm. This will cause skin

resistance to become low than normal. Dry skin is said to have a resistance in Mega

Ohm while for the moist skin, the resistive value might be in the range of few Kilo

Ohm. Simple circuit act as a skin resistance sensor is implemented byusing a voltage

comparator. Based on the physiological changes, heart rate will be faster than normal

when people are under stress and so do the blood pressure. According to the human

biological, normal heart rate is stated as 75 beats per minute (bpm) while blood

pressure is 120/80 mmHg. During the study, it is realized that both of the systems

(heart rate monitoring and blood pressure monitoring system) are possible to use the

same circuit for monitoring or even measuring purposes. This is because, variations in

both the heart rate and the blood cause expansion and contraction of the arteries and

veins throughout the body. So, the second system design is to detect both parameters

by using only one device. As the heart beat increases as well as the blood pressure,

the value for respiration rate also increases proportionally as we breathe faster

because there are more oxygen needed as the heart pumps the blood faster.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

In our daily life, people tell lies and deceive others for many reasons. Some people

might think deception is one of their hobbies and a fun activity to do. Lying is a

common defense mechanism used to avoid trouble with the law, bosses or authority

figures. Somehow, there is a job which required people to tell lies. For example, we

always claimed spies as the world's best liars. Sometimes in whatever condition,

people can easily detect when the other people is lying but at other times it maybe

not.

John Larson, a University of California medical student invented the modern lie

detector in 1921. The theory is that when a person lies, it causes a certain amount of

stress that result in several involuntary physiological reactions. Despite, its nickname,

it does not detect lies but can only detect whether deceptive behavior is being

displayed during a test [1].

Since centuries ago, polygraphs are used as a lie detector which can monitor a

person's physiological reactions. Based on the understanding about physiology, there

is a changed in human body when they are facing great stress or depression. These

changes are called physiological reactions. Basically, polygraph only detects about

four changes that occurred, which are electro-dermal activity or electrical skin

resistance, heart rate, blood pressure and respiratory rate.



1.2 Problem Statement

For crime cases or even in daily life, it is very difficult for us to detect when a person

is lying. Usually, when a person deceives other person, the body will undergo a

specific circumstance which is called a physiological reaction due to the stress that

they faced. These give great changes to the pulse rate (heart beats), blood pressure,

respiratory rate and how much the hands perspire (sweating). These four changes can

be used as references to detect lie.

In the market today, the common device used is a polygraph. This old fashion device

can measure all the four changes but this equipment somehow is too big, complicated

and expensive with a computer connected to it to display the results. Therefore, based

on the overall view of a few problems stated earlier, the main purpose of this study is

to make a concise research on enhancing the features of a lie detector.

1.3 Objective and Scope of Study

The main objective of this project is to enhance the features of a lie detector. It is

required to come out with a simpleand small device which can replace the present lie

detector.

Perhaps, this device can be used for various purposes such as in monitoring and

measuring the blood pressure and heart rate and not only to detect lies. Furthermore,

it is also can be used by different group of users such as individual, in business

environment as well as in crime investigation by the policeand also the military.

As for the main scope, the study is needed to be carried out about the physiological

reactions in the human body when they tell lies (in stress condition). The

physiological reactions will cover four main changes in the body which are electro-

dermal activity or electrical skin resistance, heart rate, blood pressure changes and

respiration rate.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The idea that lying could be identified in recordings of physiological phenomena

apparently originated by an Italian named Lombroso [2], who discovered that blood

pressure and heart rate will increase during lying.

Since it is invented, the most common lie detector that had been used is called a

polygraph. In fact, polygraph examinations are designed to look for the responses

going on in a person's body when that person is subjected to stress, such as the stress

that deal with deception. According to polygrapher, Dr. Bob Lee, the exams are not

able to specifically detect if a person is lying. But there are certain physiological

responses that most of the people undergo when attempting to deceive another

person. For many years, polygraphs are the instruments with little needles scribbling

lines on a single strip of scroll paper as in Figure 1. These are called analog

polygraphs.

Figure 1 : Analog Polygraph Instrument [3]



In today world, most polygraph tests are administered with digital equipment. The

scrolling paper has been replaced with sophisticated algorithms and computer monitor

[3]. When you sit down in the chair for a polygraph exam as in Figure 2, several

tubes and wires will be connected to the body in specific locations to monitor

physiological activities. Deceptive behavior is supposed to trigger certain

physiological changes that can be detected by a polygraph and a trained examiner.
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Figure 2 : Polygraph test [3]

Physiological reactions occur in a person body when that person is subjected to stress,

such as the stress associated with deception. There are four physiological reactions

that will be discussed in this project; electro-dermal activity or galvanic skin

response, heart rate, blood pressure and respiration rate monitoring.



2.1 Electro-dermal Activity/Electrical Skin Resistance

This is basically the measurement of the skin resistance on the hand. The finger tips

and palm are the most porous areas on the body and are a good place to look for

sweat as in Figure 3. Based on theory, there are two types of sweat glands which are

eccrine and apocrine. The eccrine is the most numerous types that are found all over

the body, particularly on the palms of the hands, soles of the feet and forehead.

Besides, the apocrine is mostly confined to the armpits and the anal-genital area.

They typically end in hair follicles rather than pores. The idea is that, people sweat

more when they are placed under stress and person's skin resistance changes when

they sweat. The dry skin gives resistance about a few Mega Ohm whereas the moist

skin reduced the resistance by a factor of ten or maybe more which is about Kilo

Ohm Usually in order to test the resistance level, fingerplates from copper or

aluminum are attached to fingers or palm. These plates measure the skin ability to

conduct electricity. In the electro-dermal activity, skin resistance response (SRR) and

skin resistance level (SRL) are expressed as a component of alternating current and

direct current changes. The galvanic skin response is measured most conveniently at

the palms of the hand, where the body has the highest concentration of sweat glands.

The measurement is made using a dc current source. Silver to silver or copper to

copper electrodes are used to measure and record the galvanic skin response or

electrical skin resistance.

Figure 3 : Sensor Placement



2.2 Heart Rate Monitoring

When people tell deception, these will be an automatic reaction where the heart beat

become faster than normal. In our heart, there is a group of cells which can charge

particles separately. The normal heart beat is 72 beats per minute while for people

under stress, is said that the heart rate will be double. In the heart there are cells called

peacemaker cells, which can create the electrical impulse that causes the heart to beat.

There are two nerves that help in controlling the heart rate: the sympathetic nervous

system and the parasympathetic nervous system. Heart rate will increase when the

sympathetic nervous system works and increase the force of contraction.

Heart rate is derived by the amplification of the electrocardiograph (ECG) signal and

by measuring either the average or instantaneous time intervals. There are two

common techniques used to calculate the heart rate:

Beats 60

Min T

Average calculation This is the oldest and most popular technique. An

average rate is calculated by counting the number of pulses in a given time.

Actually, the calculation for this method does not show changes in the time

between beats and thus does not represent the true picture of the heart's

response to the stress.

Beat to beatcalculation This is done by measuring the time (T) in seconds,

between two consecutive pulses and converting this time into beats/min by

using the formula below.



The measurement of the heart rate or pulse rate is basically based on the theory of

each time the heart muscle contracts, blood is ejected from the ventricles and pulse of

pressure is transmitted through the circulatory system. This pressure pulse causes

vessel-wall displacement, which is measurable at various points. The pulse can be felt

by placing the finger tip over the radial artery in the wrist or some other location

where an artery seems just below the skin [4].

As the technology grows, devices like stethoscope used to monitor heartbeats

acoustically and there are the other devices that monitor the light modulation resulting

from the pulsing flow of blood. Figure 4 below show the graph on how the various

tissues and bones can absorb light transmitted through the body. As blood flows

through the circulatory system, it changes density because of the heart's pumping

pressure. This change also changes the absorption rate of light, effectively modulating

the light absorption. The total light absorption is a combination of modulated and

constant absorption which is similar to a small AC noise riding a top a DC voltage.

-U y U y s.

i Tie

Variable loss due to blood flow

:jLoss through veins and aperies

Loss through tissue anc bones

Figure 4 : Various absorption light transmitted through the body [5]

By comparing the intensity of light that makes its way out (X0ut) to that which

comes in (X[N) gives the percentage of light that has passed through the body. As the

arterial system expands and contracts, it affects the level of light absorption. The

measurement of heart rate normally made at the area of earlobes and fingers because

they are relatively thin [5].



2.3 Blood Pressure Monitoring

There are two numbers in blood pressure readings which are systolic and diastolic. A

typical reading for a normal person is 120/80 which indicates that 120 is the

measurement of the maximum output pressure of the heart (systolic), while 80

indicates the pressure in the system when the heart is relaxed (diastolic). Normally,

when people are under stress, hormones like adrenaline will be release into the blood

and this cause certain blood vessels to constrict and it results in a high blood pressure.

The first blood pressure measurement was made with a very simple sensor. In 1733,

the Reverend Stephen Hales [6] introduced glass tubes into the carotid arteries of

horses and measured the height of the blood column that arose in the tube. Rapid

advances in technology throughout the centuries have brought dynamic changes in

the advancement of medical devices, particularly blood pressure sensor. The

development of indirect blood pressure measurement was discovered by a Russian

surgeon Korotkov in 1905 [7]. He discovered that if one increased the pressure in the

cuff to above systolic pressure levels and then slowly decreased the cuff pressure

while listening to the sounds from the artery, one could associate the sound

characteristics with the corresponding pressure levels in the vessel. Several methods

for non-invasive or indirect blood pressure measurement have been developed based

on the sphygmomanometer cuff method.

2.4 Respiration Rate

The respiratory rate will change due to how fast people can breathe. Usually, when

people tell lies to others, their rate of breathing will became faster compared to the

normal rate. In analog polygraph, two pneumographs, rubber tubes filled with air, are

placed around the subject's chest and abdomen. When the chest or abdominal

muscles expand, the air inside the tubes is displaced. It is attached to a mechanical

arm, which is connected to an ink-filled pen that makes marks on the scrolling paper

when the subject takes a breath. When an analog polygraph is replaced by a digital

polygraph, it still used the pneumographs, but employs transducers to convert the

energy of the displaced air into electronic signals.



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

Flow chart in Figure 5 shows the step taken by the student in order to complete the

project. The first step includes the study and research on physiological reactions in

human body. Then, the student proceeds to the next step which is research about the

current lie detector used in the market today. Next stage is the design of the overall

system for a lie detector which includes the process of finding the components, design

and constructs the circuit and also troubleshooting process. And the last stage is to

display the result using the selected components.

Study and research on the physiological reactions

Research about the presence lie detector and the current technology used

Development of the system involve and enhancement of the new features

Design of the circuit as a lie detector

Display the result using appropriate equipment

Figure 5 : Flow chart for the project
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Figure 6 below shows the flow chart of the design system. Actually, student is

dividing the whole system into three small block design. First system is to check and

measure the electrical skin resistance. The second system is the combination of heart

rate and blood pressure monitoring system which the output will be display on just

one LCD display. And the last system is for measuring and monitoring the respiration

rate of the subject.

Physiological Reactions

Sensors

lectrical Skin

istance Circuit

Heart Rate

Monitoring
Blood Pressure

Monitoring
Respiration Rate

Monitoring

Display

-LEDs
Display

LCD Display

<•

Figure 6 : Combination of the Overall System Design
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The project required software's and hardware's during the process of implementation

the device. Table 1 below shows the listed item which will be used in designing the

first system which is Electrical Skin Resistance.

Table 1 : List of software and hardware for Electrical Skin Resistance

monitoring device

SOFTWARE HARDWARE

1. Electronic Workbench (EWB) 1. resistors

2. Pspice 2. transistors

3.MuItiSim 3. power supply

4. LEDs

5. wires

6. multimeter

7. variable resistor

8. copperplates

12



CHAPTER 4

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

As mentioned in the previous chapter, there are four physiological reactions which

will take placed in human body when they are facing stresses. The hand will perspire

more than usual; the blood pressure will be higher since there is more blood will be

pumping into the heart and heart beat will be faster as rate of blood pumped to the

heart is faster than normal. And the respiration rate also will increases proportional to

the other reactions. The measurement and detection of these reactions are studied in

this chapter.

From Figure 6, it shows that the overall system design is divided into three blocks

based on the reactions occurs. Actually, until this stage student only manage to

complete the design circuit for the first reaction which is Electrical Skin Resistance.

Although the circuit is able to produce the output, it still needs some improvement for

future use. The result for the circuit testing and further discussion will be in the next

section. As for the blood pressure and heart rate monitoring system, student manages

to complete the research and there is one system that is proposed. Student will discuss

about the system hardware on the incoming section. The third reaction which student

took in account is the respiration rate. But, unfortunately, there is no further research

and study had been done due to time constrains. Student would not be capable to

show the result of the project because the project is still under progress.

13



4.1 Electro-dermal Activity/Electrical Skin Resistance

Theory of physiology stated that people who tell lie always in a stress condition. It is

believed that, people's hand will perspire more when they are in stress mode or when

facing with the uncontrollable situations. Due to the amount of sweat being produced,

the skin resistance will change. The first experiment done is to check the skin

resistance value when palm in a normal condition (no sweat produced). When two

probes which are conductive material (copper or aluminum) are placed on the palm,

the resistance value from the ohm meter shows about 1-2 M ohm. In order to measure

the resistance for moist skin (when sweat is produced), probes were left on the palm

and again the reading from the ohm meter is taken. Ohm meter showed that the value

drop until 1-0.2 K ohm. Student is having difficulties while taken the reading because

the values do fluctuate all the time.

The circuit in Figure 7 below shows an electrical skin resistance circuit which will be

used as a part of a lie detector.

kCnm >l^0hm

*,-

N

F

R1

iOI<Chrr

f WH

k
tiiui

SKIN SENSOR

Figure 7 : Schematics diagram for Electrical Skin Resistance
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From Figure 1, firstly the skin sensor is placed on the hand touching the skin which

is on the palm. Then, variable resistor is adjusted until the LED just stops lighting.

When the palm starts to perspire, the value for resistance of the circuit will decrease

and automatically the LED will be emitting back. Notices that, there is no specific

time for the LED to emit back since perspiring rate among people are different.

Student is using copper plates as the skin sensor (for testing purpose). It is shows in

Figure 8.

• * %« #•• ' a*!t '•'."*'* *~

Figure 8 : Copper plates as skin sensor

In real situation, probes as in Figure 8 will be placed as in Figure 9 in order to get

more accuracy of reading.

Figure 9 : Placement of plates for skin sensor
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The resultfor the experiment is shows in all the figures below:

1. When the sensor is placed on the palm, the LED will emit as the circuit is complete

(no open circuit).

Figure 10 : Picture ofhow experiment is done

2. Variable resistor is adjusted until the LED stops emit and this is the initial

condition before the circuit is use.

Figure 11 : Initial condition of the circuit
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3. When palm produce sweat, theLED will emit backas the resistance of the circuit

is decrease.

Figure 12 : The LED on

4.2 Heart Rate and Blood Pressure Monitoring

As stated earlier in the beginning of the chapter, for this system student only manage

to do a study on the proposed design because of some reason. During the previous

semester, student planned to construct different circuit for these two systems.

Somehow, while doing a study and research for the blood pressure monitoring

system, it is realized that both of the systems (heart rate monitoring and blood

pressure monitoring system) are possible to use the same circuit for monitoring or

even measuring purposes. This is because, both heart rate and blood pressure

measurement relating to the theory of expansion and contraction of the arteries and

veins throughout the body.

Biologically, during the systolic phase, the heart will contract and pushing the blood

into the arteries, capillaries and veins. Blood will flow back to the heart from the

veins during the diastolic phase. This will give effects to the level of pressure reading

taken.

17



Basically, this blood pressure monitor device can measure user's blood pressures and

heart rate through an inflatable hand cuff. The device is consisted of three main parts

which cover the external hardware (cuff, motor, valve, and LCD), analog circuit, and

microcontroller. The rough illustration for the system is as in Figure 13.

Control Output

Buttons

<

Control

1

Microcontroller UnitM

1 •

i
< ,

Cuff DC Component AC Component

• •

.

, i

Pressure Sensor •Am pass Filter......i

Figure 13 : Operation of the heart rate and blood pressure monitoring
device

The operation of the system is control by the button. Microcontroller is the main unit

that controls all the operations such as motor and valve control, A/D conversion, and

measurement as well. The results then are shown through LCD screen.

For analog design stage, there are two main components that are used which are an

amplifier and the band-pass filter. Actually analog circuit is used to amplify both the

AC and DC components from the output signal of pressure transducer. The output

voltage of pressure transducer ranges from 0 to 40 mV. But in the design system, the

arm cuff will be pumping to only 160mmHg which is approximately to 18mV. Thus,

the amplifier is used in order to amplify the DC output voltage. Then the signal will

passed to the band-pass filter. The filter is designed to attenuate any signal that is out

of the pass band. The AC component from the band-pass filter is the most important

in order to determine when to capture the systolic and diastolic pressure and when to

determine the heart rate of the user.
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In hardware design, there are four design stages which are pressure transducer, DC

amplifier, band-pass filter and AC coupling stage.

1. Pressure Transducer

The proposed design is using the MPX2050 pressure transducer to sense

the pressure from the arm cuff. The pressure transducer produces the

output voltage proportional to the applied differential input pressure.

Somehow, student is still doing the research on the equipment; MPX2050

pressure transducer.

2. DC Amplifier

The purpose of using the DC amplifier is to amplify the output voltage

from pressure transducer which is very small for further processing. The

proposed instrumentation amplifier is AD620. Gain for this instrument is

determined by using equation

_ „49.4£Q

3. Band-pass Filter

For this stage design, cascaded of two active band-pass filter is used.

Reason for using two stages is that the overall band-pass stage would

provide a large gain and the frequency response of the filter will have

sharper cut off than using only one active band-pass filter.

4. AC Coupling Stage

In order to get the DC bias level, AC coupling stage is used. This bias

level will help in processing the AC signal using on the ADC in the

microcontroller.

19



All of the hardware stages are combined in one analog circuit as in the Figure

14 below.

Air Tube
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Figure 14 : Schematics of Analog Circuit
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 Relevancy to the Objective

As for the conclusion, the objective to design a simple and small circuit is achieved

even though the student manages to complete the first portion of the system only. The

circuit which had being constructed still needs an improvement for a better used.

Besides, all the circuit designed hopefully can also be used in the biomedical world as

one of the equipment to monitor the heart rate, blood pressure or respiration rate and

not only as a lie detector.

5.2 Suggested Future Work for Expansion and Continuation

For continuation of work, student will try to improve the circuit for electrical skin

resistance. After completed the experiment for the electrical skin resistance, student

found out that the circuit still need an improvement for a better use. Perhaps, there

will be a switch attach as a reset button in order to set back the circuit to an initial

condition especially after a question by a question. Moreover, student also should

take note on the placement of the sensor in order to obtain a correct and precise result.

It is recommended that the other two system to be finish in time in order to test the

functionality of the overall systems. Maybe for a future use, the system can be run

together with the questions in order to detect lie.

21
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Silicon PNP Transistor (Note 1;
• Low Saturation Voltage

MPS751

1
TO-92

1. Emitter 2. Base 3. Collector

Absolute Maximum Ratings TC=25°C unless otherwise noted
Symbol Parameter Value Units

VCEO Collector-Emitter Voltage -60 V

Ic Collector Current (DC) 2 A

Pc Collector Dissipation (Ta=25°C) (Note 2, 3) 625 mW

Tj Junction Temperature 150 °C

TSTG Storage Temperature -55-150 °C

Electrical Characteristics Tr=25°c unless otherwise noted

Symbol Parameter Test Condition Min. Typ. Max. Units

BVqBq Collector-Base Voltage lc= 100fiA -80 V

BVCEO Collector-Emitter Voltage lc= 10mA -60 V

BVEBO Emitter-Base Voltage 'e= 1°mA -5 V

'CBO Collector Cut-off Current VCB = 30V 100 nA

'ebo Emitter Cut-off Current VEB = 3V 100 nA

hFE DC Current Gain VCE = 2V, lc = 50mA
VCE = 2V, lc = 500mA
VCE = 2V, lc = 1A
VCe = 2V,Ic = 2A

75

75

75

40

VCE(sat) Collector-Emitter Saturation Voltage lc=2A, lB = 200mA
lc= 1A, lB= 100mA

0.5

0.3

V

VBE(sat) Base-Emitter Saturation Voltage lc = 1A, lB= 100mA 1.2 V

VBE(on) Base-Emitter On Voltage VCE = 5V, lc = 2mA 1 V

fT Current gain Bandwidth Product VCE = 5V, lc = 50mA
f= 100MHz

75 MHz

Notes:

1. These ratings are
2. These are steady
3. These ratings are

limiting values above which the serviceability of any semiconductor device may be impaired.
state limits. The factory should be consulted on applications involving pulsed or low duty cycle operations.
based on a maximum junction temperature of 150degrees C.

12 Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation
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Package Dimensions

TO-92

4.58^1

0.46 ±0.10

1.27TYP 1.27TYP

[1.27 ±0,20] [1.27 ±0.20]

3.60 ±0,20
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:002 Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation
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TRADEMARKS

The following are registered and unregistered trademarks FairchildSemiconductor owns or is authorized to use and is not
intended to be an exhaustive list of all such trademarks.

ACEx™

ActiveArray™
Bottomless™

CoolFET™

CROSSVOLT™

DOME™

EcoSPARK™

E2CMOS™

EnSigna™

FACT™

FACT Quiet series™

FAST®
FASTr™

FRFET™

GlobalOptoisolator™
GTO™

HiSeC™
|2CTM

Across the board. Around the world.™

The Power Franchise™

Programmable Active Droop™

ImpliedDisconnect™
ISOPLANAR™

Little FET™

MicroFET™

MicroPak™

MICROWIRE™

MSX™

MSXPro™

OCX™

OCXPro™

OPTOLOGIC®
OPTOPLANAR™

PACMAN™

POP™

Power247™

PowerTrench®
QFET™

QS™

QT Optoelectronics™
Quiet Series™

RapidConfigure™
RapidConnect™
SILENT SWITCHER®
SMART START™

SPM™

Stealth™

SuperSOT™-3
SuperSOT™-6
SuperSOT™-8
SyncFET™
TinyLogic™
TruTranslation™

UHC™

UltraFET®
VCX™

DISCLAIMER

FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE CHANGES WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE TO ANY

PRODUCTS HEREIN TO IMPROVE RELIABILITY, FUNCTION OR DESIGN, FAIRCHILD DOES NOT ASSUME ANY
LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF THE APPLICATION OR USE OF ANY PRODUCT OR CIRCUIT DESCRIBED HEREIN;

NEITHER DOES IT CONVEY ANY LICENSE UNDER ITS PATENT RIGHTS, NOR THE RIGHTS OF OTHERS.

LIFE SUPPORT POLICY

FAIRCHILD'S PRODUCTS ARE NOT AUTHORIZED FOR USE AS CRITICAL COMPONENTS IN LIFE SUPPORT
DEVICES OR SYSTEMS WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN APPROVAL OF FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR

CORPORATION.

As used herein:

1. Life support devices or systems are devices or systems
which, (a) are intended for surgical implant into the body,
or (b) support or sustain life, or (c) whose failure to perform
when properly used in accordance with instructions for use
provided in the labeling, can be reasonably expected to
result in significant injury to the user.

PRODUCT STATUS DEFINITIONS

Definition of Terms

2. A critical component is any component of a life support
device or system whose failure to perform can be
reasonably expected to cause the failure of the life support
device or system, or to affect its safety or effectiveness.

Datasheet Identification Product Status Definition

Advance Information Formative or In

Design
This datasheet contains the design specifications for
product development. Specifications may change in
any manner without notice.

Preliminary First Production This datasheet contains preliminary data, and

supplementary data will be published at a later date.
Fairchild Semiconductor reserves the right to make
changes at any time without notice in order to improve
design.

No Identification Needed Full Production This datasheet contains final specifications. Fairchild
Semiconductor reserves the right to make changes at
any time without notice in order to improve design.

Obsolete Not In Production This datasheet contains specifications on a product
that has been discontinued by Fairchild semiconductor.
The datasheet is printed for reference information only.

'2002 Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation
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Overall Description

ALight Emitting Diode (LED) is asolid-state component that uses electricity to make light. LEDs
produce no significant waste heat and have lives so long that they basically don't burn out.

LEDs comein a hugearrayof sizes, shapes, andcolors.

.E<>. he. Thisdrawing, from thePhotron catalog, showstheanatomy of a
!-'-'*;-M '"-'y:"1. common LED

''¥*.,-

•-iiU

Thepartthat actually makes thelight isthe"die", or "chip". The
"lead frame" holds the chip and extends out of the packageto
provide electrical connection. Thewholething isencapsulated
inan epo\y plastic package that maybe colored or shaped.

^
This istheschematic symbol fora LED. Expect plenty of artistic variation,
such asa triangle that it filled inorhollow, differing number ofarrows
coming out of it, and sometimes the greek letter Lambda alongside.

The "triangle" side isthe "Anode". This connects tothe positive side ofyour
power supply.

The "flat" side is the "Cathode". This connectsto the negativeside of the power,
•t

Polarity

Itis important to remember that LEDs are polarized. Ifyou hook LEDs up backwards, they won't work,

and might be damaged. There are several ways to determine the polarity ofaLED: |

. If the package is round, look for aflat spot on the edge of the LED package. The lead wire nearest'
this flatspot is probably thecathode.

. Ifthe LED is new (not cut out ofsome old device), the longer lead wire isusually the Anode.

. The most reliable method ofidentification istoread the instructions ordata sheet, ifavailable.

anode - goes to +
-longer lead uire

-shorter lead uire

cathode

'flat spot

goes to -

In summary:

anode cathode 3
hooksto + supply||hooks to - supply

[longer leadwire ||shorter lead wire

case stays round ||flat spot on case



LED Selection

There is a nearlyinfiniteassortment of LEDs to choose from.Someselection factorsare:

size

shape
color of emitted light
color of the case

brightness
beam pattern (spread)

Size and Shape

LEDs come in a huge variety of sizes and shapes. Perhaps the most common size is called "Tl 3/4". His
smaller brother is "Tl".

^--^ « Dimensioned drawing, from thePhotron catalog, of thestandard LED
-il.e.oj ',:• sizecalledTl 3/4.Alldimensions are in mm.

/-\

•ux v.c -1 -

Dimensioned drawing, from the Photron
catalog, of the standard LED size called
Tl. All dimensions are in mm.

Note that the drawings ofTl and Tl 3/4 both show one wire longer than the others, and one side of the
package witha flatspoton it.Theseare important indicators of device polarity. If you applypower
backwards, the LED will not function, and can be destroyed.

When it comesto LEDperformance, "sizedoesn'tmatter". Youmight havea hugeLED,, the sizeofa
'gumdrop,and the chip inside is the same one tliat is normallybuilt intoa much smaller case. If you want
something bright, get one that is specified as high brightness, or has a large MCD rating.

Some common round LED sizes:

Insane jjslang diameterj
|T1 [[miniature 3mm |
[Tl 3/4|[standard 5mm |

(jumbo ., 8mm |
• lOmm |

Three red LEDs, in sizes Tl, Tl 3/4, and 10mm.



Light Color

The color ofthe plastic case around aLED chip doesn't always indicate the color ofthe light coming
out.

When aLED emits a"pure spectral color", the color can be objectively described in terms ofthe
wavelength ofthe emitted light. This is usually specified in nanometers (nm).

LEDs emitting other colors, such as purples and pinks, are often described by their position on the CIE
chromaticity diagram.

LEDs sold through electronic surplus outlets, acommon source for hobbiests, may not be so precise.
You might find them described as "red", "crimson", "orange", "yellow", "amber".

Light from LEDs tends to be rnpnocJiLQmaic. Exceptions are (a) LASEF^LEDs, which are also
coherent, and(b) LEDS that produce interesting colors via secondary emission from phosphors.

Case Color

I V

• -•SMI* - •

Cases described as"milky" or"diffuse" will spread thelight around more.

The color of the LED case sometimes has little to do
with thecolor of light coming outof it.These areall
green LEDs. Even theyellow one. :-)

Brightness

LEDs sold through electronic surplus outlets, acommon source for hobbiests, are seldom uniformly
rated for brightness. Instead, you might find local teminology like "bright", "super bright", and "ultra
bright". I have never seen a merchant selling "rather dim" LEDs.

The better sources rate their LEDs in millicandella (mcd), ameasure ofluminous intensity. Ahigher'
numberis a brighter LED. „___- . -

Beam Pattern

The light coming out ofaLED doesn't always shoot out in astraight line. There is apattern to it.

3S.'-< .,30

Thisradiation diagram shows theoutputof a blueLED
with a water-clearcase (PhotronPL-BA31).Most of the
light isshooting straight out the front ofthe package.

This radiation diagram shows theoutput of a green LED
with a diffused coloredcase (Photron PL-GB574G).

Ifyou have the manufacturer's part number for aLED, you can probably look up information about the
beam pattern - atthevery least aviewing angle.

Ifyou are buying LEDs surplus and the part number is unknown, just remember that a"milky" or
"diffused" case will spread the beam more, affording awider viewing angle, but at areduced intensity.



AHLEDs Are Not Created Equal

In the section on LED Selection, I described some of the ways diat LEDs can differ. But I feel the need
to hammer home the point that if you are building a project that calls for a "yellow LED", and that's
whatyouask for,you couldget something that isverydifferent from theoriginal. Perhaps youryellow
LEDwill workas well, or even better.But withoutmore specifications,it will probablybe different

The following table was compiledfrom the web sites of Hosfelt Electronicsand Jameco Electronics,two
companiesthat offer a wide rangeof LEDsat competetiveprices.The informationwas collected 24
September 2004, andwill certainly beoutof date bythetime thatyou read this. Butitdoes a good job
of pointingout the range of options.

I looked only foryellow LEDs. I tried to use only LEDs with lenses thatareclearor transparent yellow.
The pricesare forjust one LED, but whenpurchasedin quantitiesof 10.There may well be errors:
Hosfeltprovided less technical information, but Jameco provideddetails that sometimesconflictedwith
the basicdescriptionof the part.

vendor

oart

number urice brightness
test

current voltage \\sise lens color- wavelength \\mcd/penny

Hosfelt 25-342 $3.49 23000mcd 20mA 25V||l0mm water clear 590nm 66

li • 1 II II 1

Hosfelt 25-408 $1.45 9500mcd 20mA 2-2.4V 5mm clear 587nm 66 1 :.-

i

Hosfelt 25-335 $.75 8000mcd 20mA
2.1-

2.5V
5mm

colorless,
transparent

?nm 107

Jameco 197641 $.62 7800mcd 20mA 2.3V oval
transparent
yellow 590nm 126

Jameco 215597 S.55 5000mcd 20mA 2.2V 5mm water clear ?nm 91

Hosfelt 25-357 $.49 3600mcd 20rnA
2.1-

2.5V
5mm water clear ?nm 73

Jameco 197675 $.36 2800mcd 20mA 2.8V 5mm water clear 592nm 78

Hosfelt 25-337 $.45 2000mcd 20mA
2.1-

2.5V
5mm water clear ?nm 45

Jameco 152792 $.24 1040mcd 20mA 2.IV 5mm ? 593nm 44

Jameco 206501 $.19 700mcd 20mA 2.2V 5mm
transparent
yellow 595nm 37

Hosfelt 25-275 $.12 550mcd 30mA 2V 5mm colorless ?nm 46

Jameco 206480 $.14 450mcd 20mA 2.3V 3mm
transparent
yellow 595nm 32

Jameco 253796 $.24 150mcd 20mA 2.2v 5mm ?clear 585nm 6

Hosfelt 25-414 $.04 80mcd 10mA 2V 3mm yellow ?nm; 20 1

Hosfelt 25-285 $.10 80mcd 30mA 2V 3 mm ?clear ?nm! 8 [
Jameco 175695 $.15 60mcd 10mA 2.1V 5mm water clear 585nm| 4

Hosfelt 25-411 $.05 SOrncd 20mA 2.5V 5mm clear ?nm| 10

Hosfelt 25-328 $.06 40mcd 10mA 2.1V 3mm ? ! 585nm] 7

Jameco 136493 $.19 38mcd 20mA 2.3V 5mm! water clear 589nm| 2

Tosummarize, byjust checking twovendors, I found 19different kinds, withproperties ranging:

• brightness 38mcd- 23000mcd
• wavelength 585nm - 595nm
. voltage 1.9V-2.8V
• current 10mA-. 30mA

• size 3mm- 10mm

- cost $.04- $3.49



Special LEDs

There are variousspecial LEDson the market:

• resistor LEDs - Contain their own current-limiting resistor.
• blinkers - Contain a timer chip that makes them automatically flash on and oft.
• multichip - ContainmorethanoneLEDof thesamecolor. Takes morepower, but lights bri°hter.
• nonpolarized - Contains twoLEDchipsof the samecolor,back-to-back. Lights up thesamewhen

voltage is positive, negative, or AC.
multicolor - Contains two or more LEDchips that lightdifferent colors.

Multicolor LEDs

MulticolorLEDscontain two or more LEDchips that lightdifferentcolors.

Themost common typehasonered chipandonegreen chip. There aretwocommon types of packaging:
a three-lead package thatallows independent access to thetwo LED chips, anda two-lead package that
connects thetwochipsback-to back(to change color,reverse polarity).

ThisTl 3/4package contains twoLEDchips.

Applypowerto one wireand thepackage lights green.
Apply power to theother, anditglows red.
Apply powerto both, and the package glowsyellow.

Self-Flashing LEDs

Self-flashing LEDs are packaged in a normal LEDcase,but include an integrated circuitthat makes the
LED flash on and off.

Built-inBatingimft 3-SVdeoperation
T-13M(Binii)nEO-tSffine<i Hi#i Brightness
T-13M (Smm> GRffiN - ditfvsed
T-13M p™i)Va.UOW - cfifltiMd
SPECIAL - RED T-1 3/4 • watt* deer

T-1 {3mm} WeO -(Pluses ,^
T-1 0mrnJtJREEH.dimmed —nSywy—-7
T-10cnm)¥ELl0W-<«90Bed sr

cm hsa W 1S0B This section of the AJU^rtronics
L6D-4 2(0r.90 -*0

LED-Mj .50 ,45

LECMY .SO .«

LED-B4 3 for $1.00 .25

LE0-72R .ei jSS

LED-72G .75 .85

VEB-72Y ,75 .63

.40

.40 kinds of self-flashing LEDs
•£" [January 2004].
.55

.55
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\
iable Resistors

.., r,^nr Iconnector IDiode | IC |Ume |LED|Bgto IBrtte ISwiish 1Impsfetot Î b^gtorlfflfa^

Page 1 of3

ariable Resistors

gtruction | LIN&LQG | Rheostat | Potentiometer | Presets

instruction

riable resistors consist of aresistance track with contnec^0fc^hThe
is and awiper which moves along the track as you turn he sp nde The
ck may be made from carbon, cermet (ceramic and ^["^^«
,1 of wire (for low resistances). The track is usually rotary but straight track
rsions, usually called sliders, are also available.

,riable resistors may be used as a rheostat with two connections (the
3er and just one end of the track) or as a.eotentiemeter with a" three
nnections in use. Miniature versions called presets are made for setting
circuits which will not require further adjustment.

ariable resistors are often called potentiometers in books and catalogues,
ley are specified by their maximum resistance, linear or logarithmic track,
id their physical size. The standard spindle diameter is 6mm.

le resistance and type of track are marked on the body:
4K7 LIN means 4.7 kft linear track.
1M LOG means 1 M& logarithmic track.

ome variable resistors are designed to be mounted directly on the circuit
sard but most are for mounting through a hole drilled in the case
staining the circuit with stranded wire connecting their terminals to the
rcuit board.

ELECTRONICS
CLUB
Kelsey Park School

v-^iteJ KSa

track

terminals

Standard Variable Resistor
Photograph © Rapid Electronics

.inear (LIN) and Logarithmic (LOG) tracks

'resets always have lineartracks.

•iu - /i nn\ tra,-w mpftns that the resistance changes slowly atone end of the track and rapidly at the

further change you should swop the connections to the ends of the tracK. _

Rheostat

This is the simplest way of using avariable resistor. Two terminals are used:
one connected to an end of the track, the other to the moveable wiper. .
Turning the spindle changes the resistance between the two terminals from
zero up to the maximum resistance.

htr^://www.kpsec.freeuk.com/components/vres.htm 3/8/20



Page 2 of3
riable Resistors

•-=m.-

=ostats are often used to vary current, for example.tocontrol the
jhtness of alamp or the rate at which acapacitor charges.

,e rheostat is mounted on aprinted '^^^"^^SSLai. o h,:e=SaS5^SS«snotion
ctrically.

Dtentiometer

ariable resistors used as potentiometers have all three terminals ,
mnected. | ^—i
1te arrangement is normally used to vary voltagej^^^^

an be varied from zero up to the maximum of foejuppl^

Potentiometer Symbol

'resets

=IISlIi?i§F -h?5-
equired to adjust presets. preset Symbol

be used.

Preset Presets Multitum preset
(open style) (closed style)

Photographs ©Rapid Electronics

- - " ~ TirT. ^7Ir^l~LED [Relsv | Resistor 1Switch | Iransistor |Variable Resistor 1Other
Home [Capacitor | Connector 1Diode | IC | LameJ *f^j^±zZI—

. Electronics CluMdQJDg-Pggg t \
• SiteMap-^ \ ) ;

http://wvAv.kpsec.freeukxoni/components/vres.ritm
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MOTOROLA Freescale Semiconductor, Inc. omer this document
SEMICONDUCTOR TECHNICAL DATA by mpx2oso/d

50 kPa
On-Chip Temperature
Compensated & Calibrated
Silicon Pressure Sensors

The MPX2050 series device is a silicon piezoresistive pressure sensors providing a
highlyaccurate and linearvoltage output—directly proportional to the applied pressure.
The sensor is a single,monolithic silicon diaphragmwith the straingauge and a thin-film
resistornetwork integrated on-chip. The chipis laser trimmed forprecise span and offset
calibration and temperature compensation.

Features

• Temperature Compensated Over 0°C to +85°C

• Unique Silicon Shear Stress Strain Gauge

« Easy to Use Chip Carrier Package Options

• Ratiometric to Supply Voltage

• Differential and Gauge Options

• ±0.25% Linearity (MPX2050)

Application Examples

• Pump/Motor Controllers

• Robotics

• Level Indicators

• Medical Diagnostics

• Pressure Switching

• Non-Invasive Blood Pressure Measurement

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the internal circuitry on the stand-alone pressure
sensor chip.

vs

3

THINFILM

TEMPERATURE

COMPENSATION

AND

CALIBRATION

CIRCUITRY

12
| SENSING
| ELEMENT |s 4

1

V«fl+

V™*-

GND

Figure 1. Temperature Compensated Pressure Sensor Schematic

VOLTAGE OUTPUT versus APPLIED DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE
The differential voltage output of the sensor is directly proportional to the differential

pressure applied.
The output voltage of the differential or gauge sensor increases with increasing

pressure applied to the pressure side <P1) relative to the vacuum side (P2). Similarly,
output voltage increases as increasing vacuum is applied to the vacuum side (P2)
relative to the pressure side (P1).

REV 8

SMi*

MPX2050

SERIES

0 to 50 kPa (0 to 7.25 psi)
40 mV FULL SCALE SPAN

(TYPICAL)

MPX2050D

CASE 344

MPX20S0GP

CASE 344B

MPX2050DP

CASE 344C

MPX20S0GSX

CASE344F

PIN NUMBER

1 Gnd 3 vs

2 +Vout 4 -Vout

NOTE: Pin 1 is noted by the notch in
the lead.

moronoLA i digitaldrur
5)Motorola, Inc. 2002 PW6iFor More Information On This PWBuctjn

Go to: www.freescale.com
iyn;Li' •jBW!i-"W'«s>ii



X205O series Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.
ARCHIVED BV fRBEBCAU: SEMICONDUCTOR. INC, 20!

CIMUM RATINGS<N0TE>

Rating Symbol Value Unit

ximum Pressure {P1 > P2) Pmax 200 kPa

irage Temperature Tstfl -40 to +125 °C

erating Temperature TA -40 to +125 °C

=: Exposure beyond the specified limits maycause permanentdamage or degradation to the device.

[RATING CHARACTERISTICS <VS = 10 Vdc, TA = 25°C unless otherwise noted, P1 > P2)

Characteristic Symbol Mln Typ Max Unit

jssureRanged) Pop 0 — 50 kPa

pply Voltage^ Vs — 10 16 Vdc

pply Current lo — 6.0 — mAdc

II ScaleSpan*3) MPX2050 Vfss 38.5 40 41.5 mV

set*4) MPX2050 Voff -1.0 — 1.0 mV

nsitivity AV/AP —
0.8 — mV/kPa

,earity<5> MPX2050 _ -0.25 — 0.25 %VFSS

issure Hysteresis'5) {0to 50 kPa) — — ±0.1 — %VFSS

nperature Hysteresis*5) (-40°Cto +125°C) —
— ±0.5 — %VFSS

nperature Effect on Full ScaleSpan*5) TCVFSS -1.0 — 1.0 %VFSS

nperature Effect on Offeet*5) TCVoff -1.0 — 1.0 mV

mt Impedance zin 1000 —
2500 Q

itput Impedance Zout 1400 — 3000 Ll

sponseTime*6) (10% to 90%) tR —
1.0 — ms

irm-Up _

— 20 —
ms

feet Stability*7' _ _ ±0.5 — %VFSS

ES:

. 1.0 kPa (kiloPascai) equals 0.145 psi.

. Device isratiometric within misspecified excitation range.Operating the device abovethe specified excitation rangemayinduce additional
error due to device setf-heating.

. Full ScaleSpan{VFSS) isdefined as mealgebraic difference between theoutput voltage at full rated pressure andtheoutput voltage at the
minimum rated pressure.

- Offset(Voff) is definedas the outputvoltage at the minimum rated pressure.
. Accuracy (error budget) consists of the following:
• Linearity: Output deviation from a straight line relationship with pressure, using end point method, over thespecified

pressure range.

• Temperature Hysteresis: Output deviation at anytemperature within theoperating temperature range, afterthe temperature is
cycled to and from the minimum or maximum operating temperature points, with zerodifferential pressure
applied.

• PressureHysteresis: Output deviation at anypressure within the specified range, when thispressure is cycled to andfrom the
minimum or maximum rated pressure, at 25°C.

• TcSpan: Output deviation at Hill ratedpressure overthe temperature range of0 to 85°C, relative to 25°C.
• TcOffset: Output deviation with minimum ratedpressure applied, overthe temperature range of0 to 85°C, relative

to 25°C.

. ResponseTime isdefined as the time for the incremental change intheoutput togofrom 10% to 90% ofitsfinal value when subjected to
a specified step change in pressure.

. Offset stability is the product's outputdeviation whensubjectedto 1000hoursofPulsed Pressure, Temperature Cycling with BiasTest.

For More Information On This Product,
Go to: www.free8cale.com

Motorola Sensor Device Data



Freescale Semiconductor! Inc. MPX2050 SERIES
ARCHIVED BY FREES'

LINEARITY

Linearity refers to how well a transducer's output follows
the equation: Vout = Voff + sensitivity x P over the operating
pressure range. There are two basic methods for calculating
nonlinearity: (1)end pointstraightlinefit(see Figure2) or (2)
a least squares best line fit. While a least squares fit gives
the "best case" linearity error (lower numerical value), the
calculations required are burdensome.

Conversely, an end point fitwill give the "worstcase" error
(often more desirable in error budget calculations) and the
calculations are more straightforwardfor the user. Motorola's
specified pressure sensor linearities are based on the end
point straight line method measured at the midrange pres
sure.

PRESSURE (% FUUSCALE)

Figure 2. Linearity Specification Comparison

ON-CHIP TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION and CALIBRATION

Figure3 shows the minimum, maximum and typical output
characteristics of the MPX2050 series at 25°C. The output is
directlyproportional to the differentia! pressure and is essen
tiallya straight line.

40

35

§30
5. 25

i 15
°10

5

0

-5
kPa 0
PSI

Vs

1

s

TA= 25°C g &S , .

MPX2050
TYP

\P1>P2 SPAN

MAX\ RANGE

fr n

\
MIN

'

'n
50

7.25

OFFSET

(TYP)12.5

1.8

25

3.6

37.5

5.4

Figure 3. Output versus Pressure Differential

Figure 4 illustrates the differential or gauge configuration
in the basic chip carrier (Case 344). A silicone gel isolates
the die surface and wire bonds from the environment, while
allowing the pressure signal to be transmitted to the silicon
diaphragm.

The MPX2050 series pressure sensor operating charac

The effects of temperature on Full-Scale Span and Offset
are very small and are shown under Operating Characteris
tics.

WIRE BOND

SEUCONE

DIE COAT D|E

W^
LEAD FRAME Y/S/j

STAINLESS STEEL

METAL COVER

EPOXY

CASE

RTVDIE

BOND

Figure 4. Cross-Sectional Diagram (not to scale)

teristics and internal reliability and qualification tests are
based on use of dry air as the pressure media. Media other
than dry air may have adverse effects on sensor perfor
mance and long term reliability. Contact the factory for in
formation regarding media compatibility in yourapplication.

Motorola Sensor Device Data For More Information On This Product,
Go to: www.freescale.com



ram series Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.
ARCHIVED BY FREESCALE SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.

PRESSURE (P1)/VACUUM (P2) SIDE IDENTIFICATION TABLE

)toroladesignates the two sides of the pressure sensor
le Pressure (P1) side and the Vacuum (P2) side. The
sure (P1) side is the side containing the silicone gel
h isolates the die. The Motorola MPX pressure sensor is

designed to operate with positive differential pressure
applied, P1 > P2.

The Pressure (P1) side may be identified by using the
table below:

Part Number Case Type Pressure (P1) Side Identifier

•X2050D 344 Stainless Steel Cap

'X2050DP 344C Side with Part Marking

'X2050GP 344B Side with Port Attached

'X2050GSX 344F Side with Port Attached

>ERING INFORMATION

PX2050 series pressure sensors are available in differentia! and gauge configurations. Devices are available in the basic
lent package orwith pressure port fittings which provide printed circuit board mounting ease and barbed hose pressure
lections.

Options Case Type

MPX Series

levlce Type Order Number Device Marking

isic Element Differential 344 MPX2050D MPX2050D

ifted Elements Differential, Dual Port 344C MPX2050DP MPX2050DP

Gauge 344B MPX2050GP MPX2050GP

Gauge Axial PC Mount 344F MPX2050GSX MPX2050D

For More Information On This Product,
Go to: www.freescale.com

Motorola Sensor Device Data
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Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.
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PACKAGE DIMENSIONS

MPX2050 SERIES

STYLE1:
HN1. GROUND

2.+0UTPUT
3. + SUPPLY
4. -output

PORTHM
POSITIVE

PRESSURE
(P1)

DAMBARTMMZONE:-
THS US INCLUDED

WITHIN DIM. "PS PL

STYLE2:
PIN1. Vcc

a. -SUPPLY
3. + SUPPLY
4. GROUND

CASE 344-15
ISSUE Z

STYLE 3:
PIN 1. GNO

2.-V0UT
3. VS
A. +VOUT

-P-l ^
$• 00.25(0.010|(g) T Q©

0 0.13(0.005)® T S© Q©

CASE 344B-01
ISSUE B

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONING WmOLERANONG PER ASME

YK6M, 18M.
2. CC^OWNS DIMENSION:INCH.
1 DIMENSION-A- IS INCLUSIVEOF THE MOLD

STOP FUNS.MOLDSTOP RWQ NOT TO EXCEED
16,00(0.630).

WW.

MCHE8 MEUMETERS

Ntt MAX MM , MAX

A 0595 0.630 15.11 'Mt
4 45" 0534 13.06 1456
c O200 0220 5.08 559

0 0.016 0-920 041 051

F G.P+fl 0.064 1J3 1.63

Q ,0.100WC 234 ISC
4 Wi* ftM 0.36 04D

I 0*95 0.725 17.65 1042
H 30° 10M 30° KW
N 0475 0.495 12.07 1157

B O430 0,450 1092 11,43
Y 0,048 0.052 1JH t,K
* (MM Mtt 25B W

NOTES:
1. DtMENStONlNSANDTC1ERANCINQPER ANSI

YH.5,1982.
2. CONTROLLING DIMENSION: INCH.

ow

INCHES mUMETERS

KM MAX MM MAX

A 1.145 1.175 2O0B 2855

B 0585 0.715 17.40 18.16

c 0.305 0325 7.75 856

D 0.016 O020 0.41 Dill

F 0.048 0.064 122 153

n O.1O0BSC 254 BSC
H 0182 0.194 4.62 4.93

i 0014 O016 0.38 041

K 0.695 0.72B 175S 1842

L O290 OSOO 7.37 7.62

N O420 0.440 10,67 11.18

P 0153 0,159 359 4.04

Q 0153 0159 359 4.04

n 0,230 O250 5.84 6.35

s 0.220 0i40 559 6.10

u 0.810 BSC 23.11 BSC

STYLE 1;
PHI GROUND

2. +OUTPUT
3. tSUPPLY
4. -OUTPUT

Motorola Sensor Device Data For More Information On This Product,
Go to: www.freescale.com



X2050 SERIES

PORT#1
POSITIVE
PRESSURE
(PI)

Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONING ANDTOLERANCING PER ANSI

Y14.5M, 1982.
2. CONTROLLING DIMENSION:WCH.

PORTffl
POSITIVE PRESSURE

m
INCHES MUMETEHS

m tux MM VAX

A 1.145 1.175 29.08 2955

B 0665 0715 17.40 1016

f; 0.405 0435 1029 11.05

D 0.0)6 0.020 041 051

f O048 0.064 152 1.63

G 0.100 BSC 254 BSC

K 0,182 0.194 452 453

i , 05|4 0.016 058 041

K 0695 0.725 1755 18.42

L WW 0500 757 752

N O420 O440 1057 11.18

P 0.153, 0.159 m 454

0 0,153 015S 359 454

fl 0083 O0B3 1.60 2.11

s O220 0.240 5.59 6.10

u O910BSC 23,1 BSC

V 0.248 6,30 7.06

w 0510 «B" 757 558&|o.13(0.005)®JT|S©|Q©

CASE 344C-01

ISSUE B

CASE 344F-01
ISSUE B

STYLE1:
PIN 1. GROUND

2. +OUTPUT
3. -fSUPPLY
4. -OUTPUT

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONING ANDTOLERANCING PER

ANS1Y145M.19B2.
2. CONTR0LUNG DIMENSION: INCH.

w

INCHES HL1MIETERS

mm MAX MM MAX

A 1.080 1.120 27.43 28*5

B 0.740 0.760 1850 19.30

q 0.630 0.650 16,00 16.51

D 0,01S 0.020 041 051

F 0.160 0.180 4.08 4.57

F 0.048 0564 1,22 1.63

G 0.100 BSC 254 BSC

J 0014 O016 036 041

K 0220 O240 5.59 6.10

N 0.070 0.080 1.78 2.03

P 0.150 0.160 351 4.06

4 0.150 0.160 351 4.06

R 0,440 0.460 11.18 11.66

S 0595 0725 1755 1842

U 0540 0.860 21.34 21.S4

V 0182 0194 4.62 452

STYLE1:
PIN 1. GROUND

2. VWOUT
3. VSUPPLY
4. VHOUT

For More Information On This Product,
Go to: www.freescale.com
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2 ANALOG
DEVICES

FEATURES

EASY TO USE

Gain Set with One External Resistor

(Gain Range 1 to 1000)
Wide Power Supply Range (±2.3 V to ±18 V)
Higher Performance than Three Op Amp IA Designs
Available in 8-Lead DIP and SOIC Packaging
Low Power, 1.3 mA max Supply Current

EXCELLENT DC PERFORMANCE ("B GRADE")

50 |iV max. Input Offset Voltage
0.6 |iV/°C max. Input Offset Drift
1.0 nA max. Input Bias Current
100 dB min Common-Mode Rejection Ratio (G = 10)

LOW NOISE

9 nV/VHz, @ 1 kHz, Input Voltage Noise
0.28 fiV p-p Noise (0,1 Hz to 10 Hz)

EXCELLENT AC SPECIFICATIONS
120 kHz Bandwidth (G = 100}

15 m-s Settling Time to 0.01%

APPLICATIONS

Weigh Scales
ECG and Medical Instrumentation

Transducer Interface

Data Acquisition Systems
Industrial Process Controls

Battery Powered and Portable Equipment

tODUCT DESCRIPTION

e AD620 is a low cost, high accuracy instrumentation ampli-
r that requires onlyone external resistorto set gainsof 1 to

30,000

5,000

5 10 15
SUPPLY CURRENT-mA

Figure 1. Three Op Amp IA Designs vs. AD620

=V. E

ormation furnished by Analog Devices is believed to be accurate and
iable. However, no responsibility is assumed by Analog Devices for its
3, nor for any infringements of patents or other rights of third parties
itch may result from its use. No license is granted by implication or
lerwise under any patent or patent rights of Analog Devices.

Low Cost, Low Power
Instrumentation Amplifier

AD620
CONNECTION DIAGRAM

8-Lead Plastic Mini-DIP (N), Cerdip (Q)
and SOIC (R) Packages

-IN [T
+IN [3

AD620

b]rg

3+Vs
Tl OUTPUT

Tj REF

TOP VIEW

1000. Furthermore, the AD620 features 8-lead SOIC and DIP
packaging that is smaller than discrete designs, and offers lower
power (only1.3 mA max supplycurrent), making it a goodfit
for battery powered, portable (or remote) applications.

The AD620, with its high accuracy of 40 ppm maximum
nonlinearity, low offsetvoltage of 50 \N max and offsetdrift of
0.6 nV/°C max, is ideal for use in precision data acquisition
systems,such as weighscales and transducer interfaces. Fur
thermore, the low noise, low input bias current, and low power
of the AD620 make it well suited for medical applications such
as ECG and noninvasive blood pressure monitors.

The low input bias current of 1.0 nA max is made possiblewith
the use of Superpeta processing in the input stage. The AD620
works well as a preamplifier due to its lowinput voltage noiseof
9 nV/V5zat 1 kHz, 0.28pVp-p in the 0.1Hz to 10Hz band,
0.1 pAAlHz inputcurrent noise. Also, theAD620 iswell suited
for multiplexed applicationswith its settling time of 15ps to
0.01% and its cost is low enough to enable designs with one in-
amp per channel.

10,000

1k 10k 100k 1M 10M 100M
SOURCE RESISTANCE - it

Figure 2. Total Voltage Noise vs. Source Resistance

One Technology Way, P.O. Box 9106, Norwood, MA 02062-9106, U.S.A.
Tel: 781/329-4700 World Wide Web Site: http://www.analog.com
Fax: 781/326-8703 © Analog Devices, Inc., 1999



xu-orci/inoHiiuno (Typical @+25°C, Vs = ± 15 V, and RL = 2kii, unless otherwise noted)

AD620A AD62QB AD620S'

Conditions Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Mia Typ Max Units

G=l +(49.4k/RG)
lange 1 10,000 1 10,000 1 10,000

Irror2 VOUT = ±10V
: 1 0.03 0.10 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.10 %

: 10 0.15 0.30 0.10 0.15 0.15 0.30 %

:100 0.15 0.30 0.10 0.15 0.15 0.30 %

^ 1000 0.40 0.70 0.35 0.50 0.40 0.70 %

learity, VouT^-lOVto+lOV,

:1-1000 RL = 10 kQ 10 40 10 40 10 40 ppm

=1-100 RL = 2kfi 10 95 10 95 10 95 ppm

s. Temperature
G=l 10 10 10 ppm/°C

Gain>l3 -50 -50 -50 ppm/°C

}E OFFSET (Total RTI Error = VOSI + Vqso/G)
Offset, V0si Vs = ±5 Vto±15V 30 125 15 50 30 125 M-V

;r Temperature Vs = ±5 Vto±15 V 185 85 225 uV

irage TC Vs = ±5Vto±15V 0.3 1.0 0.1 0.6 0.3 1.0 uV/°C

t Offset, V0so VS = ±15V 400 1000 200 500 400 1000 IN

Vs = ±5 V 1500 750 1500 (iV

;r Temperature Vs = ±5 Vto±15V 2000 1000 2000 (IV

:rage TC Vs = ±5Vto±15 V 5.0 15 2.5 7.0 5.0 15 uV/°C

Referred to the

ut vs.

>piy (PSR) Vs = ±2.3Vto±18V

s = i 80 100 80 100 80 100 dB

j= 10 95 120 100 120 95 120 dB

3= 100 110 140 120 140 110 140 dB

3 = 1000 110 140 120 140 110 140 dB

:URRENT

Bias Current 0.5 2.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 2 nA

:r Temperature 2.5 1.5 4 nA

;rage TC 3.0 3.0 8.0 pA/°C

Offset Current 0.3 1.0 0.3 0.5 0.3 1.0 nA

;r Temperature 1.5 0.75 2.0 nA

:rage TC 1.5 1.5 8.0 pA/°C

Impedance
ferential 10||2 10||2 10)|2 GQflpF

mmon-Mode 10||2 10||2 10||2 GQ||pF
Voltage Range3 Vs = ±2.3 Vto±5 V -Vs+ 1.9 +VS-1.2 -Vs+1.9 +VS-1.2 -Vs+ 1.9 +VS-1.2 V

er Temperature -Vs + 2.1 +VS - 1.3 -Vs + 2.1 +VS-1.3 -Vs + 2.1 +VS-1.3 V

Vs = ±5 Vto±18V -Vs + 1.9 +VS- 1.4 -Vs+1.9 +VS-M -Vs+ 1.9 +VS-1.4 V

er Temperature -Vs + 2.1 +VS - 1.4 -Vs + 2.1 +VS-1.4 -Vs + 2.3 +VS -1.4 V

non-Mode Rejection
do DC to 60 Hz with

[2 Source Imbalance Vc.M = 0Vto±10V
G=l 73 90 80 90 73 90 dB

G=I0 93 110 100 110 93 110 dB

G=100 110 130 120 130 110 130 dB

G= 1000 110 130 120 130 110 130 dB

T

it Swing RL = 10 kii,
Vs = ±2.3Vto±5 V -vs + u +VS-1.2 -Vs + 1.1 +VS-1.2 -Vs + 1.1 +VS-1.2 V

er Temperature -Vs+1.4 +VS-I.3 -Vs+1.4 +VS-1.3 -Vs+1.6 +VS-I.3 V

Vs = ±5 Vto±18 V -Vs+1.2 +Vs-t.4 -Vs+ 1.2 +VS-1.4 -Vs+1.2 +VS-1.4 V

er Temperature -Vs+ 1.6 +VS-1.5 -Vs+1.6 +VS-I.5 -Vs + 2.3 +Vs-i.5 V

Current Circuit ±18 ±18 ±18 mA

-2- REV. E



AD620

AD620A AD620B AD620S1

del Conditions Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Units

NAMIC RESPONSE

SmallSignal -3 dB Bandwidth
G~ 1 1000 1000 1000 kHz

G=10

G- 100

800

120

800

120

800

120

kHz

kHz

G = 1000 12 12 12 kHz

Slew Rate 0.75 1.2 0.75 1.2 0.75 1.2 V/us

Settling Time to 0.01% 10 V Step

G= 1-100 15 15 us

G = 1000 150 150 150 us

USE

Voltage Noise, 1 kHz Total RTINoise = -\K^m- )+(em IGf

Input, Voltage Noise, en[
Output, Voltage Noise, eno

9 13

72 100

9 13

72 100

9 13

72 100

nV/VHz
nV/VHz"

RTI, 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz
3.0 3.0 6.0 3.0 6.0 uVp-p

0.55 0.55 0.8 0.55 0.8 uVp-p

G = 100-1000

f=f kHz

0.28

100

0.28 0.4

100

0.28 0.4

100

uVp-p
fA^/Hi

0.1 Hz to 10 Hz 10 10 10 pAp-p

.FERENCE INPUT
R 20 20 20 kfi

Voltage Range
Gain to Output

Vtx-H Vh!*-= 0 +50 +60

-Vs + 1.6 +Vs-l-6
1 ± 0.0001

+50 +60

-Vs+1.6 +VS-1.6
1± 0.0001

-vs +

+50 +60

1.6 +Vs-l-6
1 ± 0.0001

jiA
V

IWER SUPPLY

Operating Range4 ±2.3 ±18 ±2.3 ±18 ±2.3 ±18

mA

mA
Quiescent Current

Over Temperature

Vs-±2.3Vto±18V 0.9 1.3

1.1 1.6

0.9 1.3

1.1 1.6 1.1 1.6

EMPERATURE RANGE

For Specified Performance -40 to +85 -40 to +85 -55 to+125 °C

)TES

:c Analog Devices military datasheetfor883B testedspeciiications.
oes not include effects of external resistor Ro

ne input grounded. G = 1.
his is defined as the samesupplyrangewhichis used to specify PSR.
ecifications subject to change without notice.

IEV. E -3-



!0

.UTE MAXIMUM RATINGS'

Voltage - ±18 V
[Power Dissipation2 650mW
oltage (Common Mode) ±VS
itial Input Voltage ±25 V
Short Circuit Duration Indefinite
Temperature Range (Q) -65°C to +150°C
Temperature Range (N, R) -65°C to + 125°C
ng Temperature Range
20 (A, B) -40°C to +85°C
20 (S) -55°C to +125°C
emperature Range
lering 10 seconds) +300°C

above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause perma-
nageto thedevice. Thisisa stressratingonly; functional operationofthe
.t these or any other conditionsabove those indicated in the operational
nfthis specification is not implied. Exposureto absolutemaximumrating
ms for extended periods may affect device reliability,
ition is for device in free air:

PlasticPackage:8Jfl = 95°C/W
Cerdip Package:9JA = 110°C/W
SOIC Package: 8JA = I55°C/W

ORDERING GUIDE

Model Temperature Ranges Package Options*

AD620AN -40°C to +85°C N-8

AD620BN -40°C to +85°C N-8

AD620AR -40°C to +85°C SO-8

AD620AR-REEL -40°C to +85°C 13" REEL

AD620AR-REEL7 -40°C to +85°C 7" REEL

AD620BR -40°C to +85°C SO-8

AD620BR-REEL -40°C to +85°C 13" REEL

AD620BR-REEL7 -40°C to +85°C 7" REEL

AD620ACHIPS -40°C to +85°C Die Form

AD620SQ/883B -55°Cto+1250C Q-8

*N = Plastic DIP; Q = Cerdip; SO ~ Small Outline.

METALIZATION PHOTOGRAPH

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

Contact factory for latest dimensions.

*FORCHIPAPPLICATIONS: THEPADS1R,. AND 8RGMUST BE CONNECTED INPARALLEL
TOTHEEXTERNAL GAIN REGISTER Rq.DONOT CONNECT THEM IN SERIES TORg. FOR
UNITY GAIN APPLICATIONS WHERE RGISNOT REQUIRED, THE PADS 1RG MAY SIMPLY
BE BONDEDTOGETHER, AS WELLAS THE PADS 8Rq.

ION —

electrostatic discharge) sensitive device. Electrostatic charges as high as 4000 V readily
ulate on the human body and test equipment and can discharge without detection.
igh the AD620 features proprietary ESD protection circuitry, permanent damage may
on devices subjected to high energy electrostatic discharges. Therefore, proper ESD
tions are recommended to avoidperformance degradation or loss of functionality.

_4_

REFERENCE

WARNING!

ESD SENSITIVE DEVICE
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AD620

PJCal CharaCteriStiCS (@ +25°C, Vs =±15 V, RL =2kil, unless otherwise noted)
50

40

s 20
DC

10

K'l

-ao -40 0 +40

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE - v.V

♦80

Figure 3. Typical Distribution of Input Offset Voltage

40

30

£20

10

.ESIZ : = 85

-600 0 +600

INPUT BIAS CURRENT- pA

Figure 4. Typical Distribution of Input Bias Current

40

LL 30
O

AMPL = 85C

-200 0 +200

INPUT OFFSET CURRENT - pA

Figure 5. Typical Distribution of Input Offset Current
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Figure 6. Input Bias Current vs. Temperature
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Figure 7. Change in Input Offset Voltage vs.
Warm-Up Time

1000

100 Ik
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Figure 8. Voltage Noise Spectral Density vs. Frequency,
(G = 1-1000)
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0—Typical Characteristics

300

10

s.
*>

'••*
N, L

10 100

FREQUENCY-Hz

1000

e 9. Current Noise Spectral Density vs. Frequency

TIME -1 SEC/DIV

ire 10a. 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz RTI Voltage Noise (G = 1}

TIME-1 SEC/DIV

e 10b. 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz RTI Voltage Noise (G = 1000)

-6-

Figure 11. 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz Current Noise, 5 pA/Div

1000

FET INPUT
IN-AMP.

AD620A

100

10
10k 100k 1M

SOURCE RESISTANCE - II
1k

Figure 12. Total Drift vs. Source Resistance
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+40
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G = 100

G = 10

i
G = 1
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FREQUENCY
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Figure 13. CMR vs. Frequency, RTI, Zero to 1 kCl Source
Imbalance
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Igure 14. Positive PSR vs. Frequency, RTI (G = 1-1000)
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AD620
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Figure 17. Large Signal Frequency Response

+VS-0.0

- -0.5
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i

I

\ +1.0
i

=• +0.5

-Vs +0.0

"IP

5 10 15

SUPPLY VOLTAGE ± Volls

igure 15. Negative PSR vs. Frequency, RTI (G = 1-1000) Figure 18. Input Voltage Range vs. Supply Voltage, G = 7
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10k 100k

FREQUENCY - Hi

Figure 16. Gain vs. Frequency
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5 10 15

SUPPLY VOLTAGE ± Volts

Figure 19. Output Voltage Swing vs. Supply Voltage,
G=10



0

VS= ±15V
G = 10

L —-

/

100 1k
LOAD RESISTANCE-ft

10k

re 20. Output Voltage Swing vs. Load Resistance Figure 23. Large Signal Response and Settling Time,
G= 10 (0.5 mV = 001%)

21. Large SignalPulse Response andSettling Time Figure 24. SmallSignalResponse, G=10,RL =2 kQ,
0.5mV=0.01%) CL= lOOpF

lure 22. Small Signal Response, G= 1, RL = 2k&,
= WOpF

-8-

Figure 25. Large Signal Response and Settling Time,
G= 100(0.5mV= 0.01%)
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Figure 26. Small Signal Pulse Response, G= 100,
RL = 2 *a CL = 100 pF

cigure27. Large Signal Response and Settling Time,
3= 1000 (0.5 mV = 0.01%)

Figure 28. Small Signal Pulse Response, G= 1000,
RL = 2kQ,CL= 100 pF
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Figure 29. Settling Time vs. Step Size (G = 1)
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Figure30. Settling Timeto 0.01% vs. Gain, for a 10 VStep

Figure31a. Gain Nonlinearity, G = 1, RL= lOkti.
(10\iV= 1 ppm)



0

ire 31b. Gain Nonlinearity, G = 700, RL= WkQ,
>u,l/ = 10 ppm)

ire 31c. Gain Nonlinearity, G = 1000, RL=10k£l
W = 100 ppm)

ikn
10kil" 10T """<«

LL RESISTORS 1% TOLERANCE

Figure 32. Settling Time Test Circuit

Figure 33. Simplified Schematic of AD620

THEORY OF OPERATION

The AD620 is a monolithic instrumentation amplifier based on
a modification of the classic three op amp approach. Absolute
value trimming allows the user to program gain accurately (to
0.15% at G = 100) with only one resistor. Monolithic construc
tion and laser wafer trimming allow the tight matching and
tracking of circuit components, thus ensuring the high level of
performance inherent in this circuit.

The input transistors Ql and Q2 provide a single differential-
pair bipolar input for high precision (Figure 33), yet offer 10x
lower Input Bias Current thanks to Superpeta processing. Feed
back through the Ql-Al-Rl loop and the Q2-A2-R2 loop main
tains constant collector current of the input devices Ql, Q2
thereby impressing the input voltage across the external gain
setting resistor Rg- This creates a differential gain from the
inputs to the A1/A2 outputs given by G = (Rl + R2)/Rq + 1.
The unity-gain subtracter A3 removes any common-mode sig
nal, yielding a single-ended output referred to the REF pin
potential.

The value of Rq also determines the transconductance of the
preamp stage. As Rq is reduced for larger gains, the transcon
ductance increases asymptotically to that of the input transistors.
This has three important advantages: (a) Open-loop gain is
boosted for increasing programmed gain, thus reducing gain-
related errors, (b) The gain-bandwidth product (determined by
CI, C2 and die preamp transconductance) increases with pro
grammed gain, thus optimizing frequency response, (c) Trie
inputvoltage noise is reduced to a value of9 nV/VHz, deter
mined mainly by the collector current and base resistance of the
input devices.

The internal gain resistors, Rl and R2, are trimmed to an abso
lute value of 24.7 k£2, allowing the gain to be programmed
accurately with a single external resistor.

The gain equation is then

so that

Rg =

-10-
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ikevs. Buy: A Typical Bridge Application Error Budget
e AD620 offers improved performance over "homebrew"
eeop ampIAdesigns, along withsmaller size, fewer compo
rts and lOx lower supply current. In the typical application,
iwn in Figure 34,a gain of 100 is required to amplify a bridge
put of 20mVfull scale over the industrial temperature range
-40°C to +85°C. The error budget table below shows how to
culate the effect various error sources have on circuit accuracy.

gardless ofthesystem inwhich it isbeing used, the AD620
svides greater accuracy, andat low power andprice. In simple

+10V

PRECISION BRIDGE TRANSDUCER
AD620A MONOLITHIC
INSTRUMENTATION
AMPLIFIER, G = 100

AD620

systems, absolute accuracy and drift errors are byfar the most
significant contributors to error. Inmore complex systems with
anintelligent processor, anautogain/autozero cycle will remove all
absolute accuracy and drift errors leaving only the resolution
errors ofgain nonlinearity and noise, thus allowing full 14-bit
accuracy.

Note that for the homebrew circuit, the OP07 specifications for
input voltage offset and noise have been multiplied by V2. This
is because a threeop amptype in-amp has two op amps at its
inputs, both contributing to the overall input error.

100ft

"HOMEBREW" IN-AMP, G = 100
•0.02% RESISTOR MATCH, 3PPMfC TRACKING
"DISCRETE 1% RESISTOR, lOOPPMTCTRACKING

SUPPLY CURRENT = 15mA MAX

SUPPLY CURRENT = 1.3mA MAX

tor Source

3SOLUTE ACCURACY at TA = +25°C

Input Offset Voltage, uV
Output Offset Voltage, U.V
Input Offset Current, nA
CMR, dB

RIFT TO +85°C

Gain Drift, ppm/°C
Input OffsetVoltage Drift, uV/°C
Output OffsetVoltage Drift, uV/°C

ESOLUTION

Gain Nonlinearity, ppm of Full Scale
Typ 0.1 Hz-10 Hz Voltage Noise, uVp-p

= 100,VS = ±15V.

ill errors are min/max and referred to input.)

tEV.E

Figure 34. Make vs. Buy

Table I. Make vs. Buy Error Budget

AD620 Circuit

Calculation

125uV/20mV

1000uV/100/20mV

2nAx 350 £1/20 mV

110 dB-+3.16 ppm, x 5 V/20 mV

(50 ppm +10 ppm) x 60°C
1 uV/°C x 60°C/20 mV

15 |iV/°Cx 60°C/100/20 mV

40 ppm

0.28 uV p-p/20 mV

-11-

"Homebrew" Circuit

Calculation

(150 uVx V2)/20mV
((150 uVx 2)/100)/20mV
(6nAx 350a)/20mV
(0.02% Match x 5 V)/20 mV/100

Total Absolute Error

100 ppm/°C Track x 60DC
(2.5 uV/°C x V2 x 60°C)/20 mV
(2.5 uV/°Cx 2 x 60DC)/100/20 mV

Total Drift Error

40 ppm
(0.38 uV p-p x -v/2)/20 mV

Total Resolution Error

Grand Total Error

Error, ppm ofFull Scale
AD620 Homebrew

6,250

500

18

791

7,558

3,600

3,000

450

7,050

40

14

54

14,662

10,607

150

53

500

11,310

6,000

10,607

150

16,757

40

27

67

28,134
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10kft

20ktt

1.7mA I 0.10mA,

Figure 35. APressure Monitor Circuit which Operates on a +5 VSingle Supply

•e Measurement

h useful in many bridge applications such as weigh
he AD620 is especiallysuitable for higher resistance
: sensors poweredat lower voltages where small sizeand
?erbecome more significant.

i5 shows a 3 k£2 pressure transducerbridgepowered
i V. In such a circuit, the bridge consumes only 1.7 mA.
the AD620 and a buffered voltage divider allows the
>be conditioned for only 3.8 mA of total supply current.

ze and low cost make the AD620 especially attractive for
output pressure transducers. Since it delivers low noise
t, it will also serve applications suchas diagnostic non-
blood pressure measurement.

PATIENT/CIRCUIT
PROTECTION/ISOLATION

Medical ECG

The low current noise of the AD620 allows its use in ECG
monitors (Figure 36)where highsource resistances of 1 M£l or
higher are not uncommon. The AD620's low power, low supply
voltage requirements, andspace-saving 8-lead mini-DIP and
SOICpackage offerings make it an excellent choice for battery
powered data recorders.

Furthermore, the low bias currents and low current noise
coupled with the low voltage noise of the AD620 improve the
dynamic range for better performance.

The valueof capacitorC1 is chosen to maintainstability of the
right legdriveloop. Proper safeguards, such as isolation, must
be added to this circuit to protect the patient from possible
harm.

+3V

,_,,. ^-^ .OUTPUT
HG =143^-01V/mV

Figure36. A MedicalECG MonitorCircuit

-12- REV. E



cision V-I Converter

; AD620, along withanotherop amp and tworesistors, makes
•ecision current source (Figure 37). The op amp buffers the
Tence terminal to maintain good CMR. The output voltage
of the AD620 appears across Rl, which converts it to a
rent. This current lessonly, the input bias current of the op
3, then flows out to the load.

V|N+>

"«->

_ V>_[(V|N+)-{ViN-)]G
u" R1 R1

Figure 37. Precision Voltage-to-Current Converter
(Operates on 1.8 mA, ±3 V)

lIN SELECTION

e AD620's gain is resistor programmed by Re, or more pre-
ely, bywhatever impedance appears between Pins 1and8.
e AD620is designedto offeraccurategainsusing0.1%—1%
istors. Table II shows required values of Rg for various gains.
>te that for G = 1, the Rq pins are unconnected (Rg = °°). For
?arbitrary gain Rg canbe calculated by using the formula:

Ro =
49.4 feft

G-l

iminimize gain error, avoid highparasitic resistance in series
thRq;to minimize gain drift, Rg should have a low TC—less
in 10 ppm/°C—for the best performance.

Table II. Required Values ofGain Resistors

'o Std Table

Jue ofRg, ft
Calculated

Gain

0.1% Std Table

Value ofRg, ft

Calculated

Gain

49.9 k

12.4 k

5.49 k

1.990

4.984

9.998

49.3 k

12.4 k

5.49 k

2.002

4.984

9.998

2.61k

1.00 k

499

19.93

50.40

100.0

2.61k

1.01k

499

19.93

49.91

100.0

249

100

49.9

199.4

495.0

991.0

249

98.8

49.3

199.4

501.0

1,003

AD620

INPUT AND OUTPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
The low errors of the AD620 are attributed to two sources,
input andoutputerrors. The outputerror is divided byG when
referred to the input. In practice, the input errorsdominate at
highgains and the outputerrors dominate at low gains. The
total V0s for a given gain is calculated as:

Total Error RTI = input error + (output error/G)

Total Error RTO = (input error x G) + output error

REFERENCE TERMINAL
The reference terminal potential defines the zero output voltage,
and is especially useful when the loaddoesnot share a precise
ground with therestof thesystem. It provides a direct means of
injecting a precise offset to the output, with an allowable range
of 2 V within the supplyvoltages. Parasiticresistance shouldbe
kept to a minimum for optimum CMR.

INPUT PROTECTION

The AD620 features 400 ft of series thin film resistance at its
inputs, andwill safely withstand inputoverloads ofup to±15V
or ±60 mA for several hours. This is true for all gains, and power
on and off, whichis particularly important since the signal
source and amplifier may be powered separately. For longer
time periods, the current should not exceed 6 mA (IIN <
Vm/400 ft). For inputoverloads beyond thesupplies, clamping
the inputs to the supplies (using a low leakage diode suchas an
FD333) will reduce the required resistance, yielding lower

RF INTERFERENCE

All instrumentationamplifiers can rectify out of band signals,
and when amplifying small signals, these rectified voltages act as
small dc offset errors. The AD620 allows direct access to the
input transistor bases andemitters enabling the userto apply
somefirst order filtering to unwantedRF signals (Figure 38),
where RC = 1/(2 itf) and wheref> the bandwidth of the
AD620; C < 150 pF. Matchingthe extraneous capacitance at
Pins 1 and 8 and Pins 2 and 3 helps to maintain high CMR.

Figure 38. Circuit to Attenuate RF Interference

EV. E -13-
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ON-MODE REJECTION
sntationamplifiers like the AD620 offerhigh CMR,
a measureof the change in output voltage when both

re changed by equal amounts. Thesespecifications are
»iven for a full-range input voltage change and a speci-
rce imbalance.

mal CMR the reference terminal should be tied to a low
ice point, and differences in capacitance andresistance
)e kept to a minimum between thetwo inputs. In many
Ions shielded cables are used to minimize noise, and for
LR over frequency the shield should be properly driven.
39 and 40 showactive data guards that are configured
we ac common-mode rejectionsby "bootstrapping" the
nces ofinputcable shields, thusminimizing the capaci-
ismatch between the inputs.

VOUT

Figure 39. Differentia! Shield Driver

Voirr

Figure40. Common-ModeShield Driver

GROUNDING
Since the AD620 outputvoltage is developed with respect to the
potential onthereference terminal, it can solve many grounding
problems by simply tying the REF pin to the appropriate "local
ground."

In order to isolate low level analog signals from a noisydigital
environment, manydata-acquisition components have separate
analog and digital ground pins (Figure 41). It would be conve
nient to use a single ground line; however, currentthrough
ground wires and PCruns ofthecircuit card can cause hun
dreds of millivolts of error. Therefore, separate ground returns
should beprovided to minimize the current flow from thesensi
tive points to thesystem ground. These ground returns must be
tiedtogether at some point, usually bestat theADC package as
shown.

ANALOG P.S.

+15V C -15V

Figure 41. Basic Grounding Practice
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OUND RETURNS FOR INPUT BIAS CURRENTS

ut bias currents are those currents necessary to bias the input
isistors of an amplifier. There must be a direct return path
these currents; therefore, when amplifying "floating" input

OVoirr

Figure 42a. Ground Returns for Bias Currents with
Transformer Coupled Inputs

AD620

sources such as transformers, or ac-coupled sources, there must
be a dc path from each input to ground as shown in Figure 42.
Refer to the Instrumentation Amplifier Application Guide (free
from Analog Devices) for more information regarding in amp
applications.

OV^

Figure 42b. Ground Returns for Bias Currents with
Thermocouple Inputs

OVqut

Figure 42c. Ground Returns for Bias Currents with ACCoupled Inputs

IV. E -15-
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OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

Dimensions shown in inches and (mm).

Plastic DIP (N-8) Package

0.160(4.06)

0.115(2.93)^",*. k*J
0.022 (0.558) 0.100 0.070(1.77)
0.014(0.356) P-54) 0.045(1.15)

0,430(10.92)
0.348 (8.84)

a. a. n fa

Cerdip (Q-8) Package

0.005(0.13)
MIN

0.125(3.18)*)h- \**i M k- NcpATiwr- M k- 0015(0.38)
0.023(0.58)0.100 0.070(1.78) ***U?b 15! 0.008(0.20)
0.014 (0.36) f2-5*) 0.030 (0.76) 0"

BSC

0.320(8.13)

0.290(7.37)

SOIC (SO-8) Package

0.1968(5.00),

x45"

0.0500 0.0192(0.49)
EATING ,i27i ;., '. ' 0.0098(0.25)PLANE £J? 0-0138(0.35) jj^j^ 0.0500(1.27)

0.0160(0.41)
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